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Law of War

hen US troops invade a foreign country and capture its

government,  the  hostile  government  comes  under  the

authority of the US military according to the law of war. Once in

power, the military may then allow some of the existing members

of the hostile government and public service to remain in place

and  continue  their  functions  to  the  extent  that  the  occupying

power  permits.  An  example  of  this  is  the  US occupation  and

governance of Japan after WWII by General MacArthur, with the

emperor allowed to remain in power.

“U.S.  General  Douglas  MacArthur  was  the  supreme

commander  for  the  reconstruction  of  Japan.  Goals  for

reconstruction  were  democratic  self-government,  economic

stability, and peaceful Japanese co-existence with the community

of nations. The United States allowed Japan to keep its emperor

Hirohito  after  the war.  However,  Hirohito  had to  renounce  his

divinity and publicly support Japan's new constitution. Japan's US

approved constitution granted full freedoms to its citizens, created

a  congress  and  renounced  Japan's  ability  to  make  war.  That

provision,  Article  9  of  the  constitution,  was  obviously  an

American  mandate  and  reaction  to  the  war.”   In  this  analogy
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Biden  represents  the  emperor  and  Trump  would  be  General

MacArthur.

The  law  of  war  describes  the  relationship  between  a

hostile  government  and  the  occupying  military  force.  Military

occupation  grants  the  invading  force  the  means  of  exercising

control  for  the  period  of  occupation.  It  does  not  transfer

sovereignty to the occupant but gives them authority to exercise

some rights of sovereignty.  The exercise of these rights results

from the established power of the occupant and is necessary to

maintain law and order, which is vital to the local inhabitants and

the occupying force. 

“The  occupant  may,  while  retaining  its  paramount

authority, permit the government of the country to perform some

or all of its normal functions. It may, for example, call upon the

local authorities to administer designated rear areas, subject to the

guidance and direction of the occupying power.  Such action is

consistent with the status of occupation, so long as there exists the

firm  possession  and  the  purpose  to  maintain  paramount

authority… The functions of the hostile government, whether of a

general, provincial, or local character, continue only to the extent

they are sanctioned by the occupant.”
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“Military  government  is  the  form  of  administration  by

which an occupying power exercises governmental authority over

occupied territory. The necessity for such government arises from

the failure or inability of the legitimate government to exercise its

functions  on  account  of  the  military  occupation,  or  the

undesirability of allowing it to do so… It is immaterial whether

the government over an enemy’s territory consists in a military or

civil or mixed administration. Its character is the same and the

source of its authority the same. It is a government imposed by

force, and the legality of its acts is determined by the law of war.”

Martial  law  can  be  invoked  in  times  of  civil  disorder

without  the  necessity  for  a  public  declaration.  Martial  law  is

defined  as  the  temporary  substitution  of  military  authority  for

civilian rule and is usually invoked in times of war, rebellion or

natural  disasters.  “When  martial  law  is  in  effect,  the  military

commander of an area or country has unlimited authority to make

and enforce laws. Martial law is justified when civilian authority

has  ceased  to  function,  is  completely  absent,  or  has  become

ineffective.  Further,  martial  law  suspends  all  existing  laws,  as

well as civil authority and the ordinary administration of justice.

In the United States, martial law may be declared by proclamation

of  the  President…  but  such  a  formal  proclamation  is  not

necessary.”
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If  the  military  had  evidence  of  foreign  adversaries

colluding  with  the  Biden  campaign  to  rig  an  election  against

Trump and that attack on election infrastructure constituted an act

of war, then the incoming Biden administration would be viewed

as  beholden  to  a  hostile  government.  The  US  military  would

consider Washington DC to be captured by a foreign insurgency

and would have grounds to invade, occupy and subject the enemy

to the law of war. 

Washington DC was under military control at the time of

Biden’s inauguration. Multiple states of emergency were in place

as  well  as  potential  acts  of  war  against  the US,  giving Trump

grounds for declaring martial law in the capital. This raises the

real possibility that the Biden administration was subjected to the

law of war and could only operate within boundaries set by the

US military.
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What is Devolution?

evolution occurs in  the event  or  threat  of a catastrophic

emergency,  particularly  when  there  is  no  constitutional

successor to the Executive Office of the President. It is the act of

delegating presidential and other government agency authorities

away from their  primary operating staff  to other staff based in

remote  locations  during  Continuity  of  Government  (COG)

operations. Continuity of Government is activated during events

such as a nuclear attack on Washington DC or other catastrophic

emergencies. If COG is activated, government agencies including

the Executive Office of the President can be relocated outside of

Washington  DC  for  the  duration  of  the  emergency  and  their

authority  and  chain  of  command  delegated  away  from regular

personnel to pre-selected personnel in the COG teams. Military

Intelligence analyst William Arkin outlined plans for the president

to devolve authority  to  military leaders to ensure continuity of

government  in  the  absence  of  a  constitutional  succession,  in  a

March 2020 article for Newsweek.

“The  COVID-19  pandemic  raises  the  fear  that  huge

swaths of the executive branch or even Congress and the Supreme

Court  could  also  be  disabled,  forcing  the  implementation  of
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‘continuity  of  government’  plans  that  include  evacuating

Washington and ‘devolving’ leadership to second-tier officials in

remote and quarantined locations. Above-Top Secret contingency

plans already exist for what the military is supposed to do if all

the  Constitutional  successors  are  incapacitated.  Standby  orders

were issued more than three weeks ago to ready these plans, not

just to protect Washington but also to prepare for the possibility of

some  form  of  martial  law…  Mission  essential  in  this  regard

applies  to  the  maze  of  more  than  a  dozen  different  secret

assignments, most of them falling under three larger contingency

plans.”

CONPLAN 3400: The military’s plan for homeland defense if 

America itself is a battlefield.

CONPLAN 3500: Defense support of civil authorities, where the

military assists in an emergency short of armed attack on the 

nation.

CONPLAN 3600: Military operations in the National Capital 

Region and continuation of government, under which the most-

secret plans to support continuity are nested.
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“According  to  new  documents  and  interviews  with

military experts the various plans, codenamed Octagon, Freejack

and  Zodiac,  are  the  underground  laws  to  ensure  government

continuity. They are so secret that under these extraordinary plans,

‘devolution’  could  circumvent  the  normal  Constitutional

provisions for government succession, and military commanders

could be placed in control around America.”

Devolution is defined as the transfer of statutory authority

and responsibility from an organization’s primary operating staff

and  facilities  to  other  staff  and  alternate  locations  to  sustain

essential  functions  when necessary.  “All  executive  departments

and agencies including the Executive Office of the President must

be prepared for continuity of government at all times and be ready

to activate it at a moment’s notice.”

“It  is  the  policy  of  the  United  States  to  maintain

comprehensive  and  effective  continuity  programs  that  ensure

national  security  and  the  preservation  of  government  structure

under  the  United  States  Constitution  and  in  alignment  with

Presidential  Policy  Directive-40  (PPD-40)  of  July  15,  2016

(National  Continuity  Policy).  Executive  departments  and

agencies, including the Executive Office of the President, must

maintain  the  capability  and  capacity  to  continuously  perform
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National  Essential  Functions  (NEFs),  as  defined  by  PPD-40,

regardless of threat or condition, and with the understanding that

adequate warning may not be available.”

“it  is  the  policy  of  the  United  States  to  maintain  a

comprehensive  and  effective  continuity  capability  through

Continuity  of  Operations  (COOP),  Continuity  of  Government

(COG),  and  Enduring  Constitutional  Government  (ECG)

programs, ensuring the resilience and preservation of government

structure under the United States Constitution and the continuous

performance  of  National  Essential  Functions  (NEFs)  under  all

conditions.” 

The National Essential Functions are:

1) Ensuring the continued functioning of our form of government 

under the United States Constitution, including the functioning of 

three separate branches of government;

2) Providing leadership visible to the Nation and the world and 

maintaining the trust and confidence of the American people;

3) Defending the United States against all enemies, foreign and 

domestic, and preventing or interdicting attacks against the 

United States or its people, property, or interests;
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4) Maintaining and fostering effective relationships with foreign 

nations;

5) Protecting against threats to the homeland and bringing to 

justice perpetrators of crimes or attacks against the United States 

or its people, property, or interests;

6) Providing rapid and effective response to and recovery from 

the domestic consequences of an attack or other incident;

7) Protecting and stabilizing the Nation’s economy and ensuring 

public confidence in its financial systems; and,

8) Providing for Federal Government services that address the 

national health, safety, and welfare needs of the United States.

Trump  issued  a  directive  to  allow  certain  NEFs  to  be

prioritized  in  the  event  of  Continuity  of  Government.  COG

staffers  have  to  prepare  to  head  to  devolution  locations  at  a

moment's notice, with just a laptop, satellite internet connection

and  their  vehicle.  “Although  the  cadre  of  employees  who  are

called  upon  to  work  following  an  event  that  results  in  the

invocation of an agency’s Continuity of Operations (COOP) Plan

is generally small, telework and COOP share a basic objective: to

put  the  agency  in  the  best  position  to  perform  and  maintain

agency functions from an alternative worksite.”
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There are multiple levels of COG rather than an instant

activation. COGCON ranges from 4 to 1 and is analogous to the

DEFCON system. 

COGCON 4:  Federal executive branch government employees 

at their normal work locations. Maintain alternate facility and 

conduct periodic continuity readiness exercises.

COGCON 3:  Federal agencies and departments Advance 

Relocation Teams “warm up” their alternate sites and capabilities,

which include testing communications and IT systems. Ensure 

that alternate facilities are prepared to receive continuity staff. 

Track agency leaders and successors daily.

COGCON 2:  Deployment of 50-75% of Emergency Relocation 

Group continuity staff to alternate locations. Establish their ability

to conduct operations and prepare to perform their organization’s 

essential functions in the event of a catastrophic emergency.

COGCON 1:  Full deployment of designated leadership and 

continuity staffs to perform the organization’s essential functions 

from alternate facilities either as a result of, or in preparation for, 

a “catastrophic emergency”.
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Devolution and continuity of government can only happen

as a result of or preparation for a “catastrophic emergency”.  A

catastrophic  emergency is  defined as  “any event,  regardless  of

location,  that results  in  extraordinary levels of mass casualties,

damage,  or  disruption  severely  affecting  the  U.S.  population,

infrastructure,  environmental,  economy,  or  government

functions.”  Therefore,  an  event  that  resulted  in  extraordinary

levels  of  disruption  to  infrastructure  or  government  function

would be considered a catastrophic emergency. 

The use of the pandemic to introduce widespread mail-in

ballot fraud could have been considered a catastrophic emergency

as the enemy not only attacked “critical infrastructure”, they also

prevented  a  constitutional  presidential  succession.  Military

intelligence  would  not  necessarily  announce  its  evidence  of

election  fraud  publicly  like  a  civilian  agency.  However,  high

ranking officials would be duty bound to uphold the constitution

and  refuse  to  serve  an  illegitimate  president  like  Biden,  while

continuing  to  carry  out  the  orders  of  President  Trump  or  his

delegated officials.
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Was COG activated?

tandby orders were issued for Continuity of Government in

February  2020  according  to  the  Newsweek  article

previously mentioned, based on the Covid-19 pandemic alone. As

a  result  of  those  standby  orders  it  is  likely  COGCON3  was

already in effect due to the pandemic. Advance Relocation Teams

would have already warmed up their alternate sites to ensure that

alternate facilities are prepared to receive continuity staff. They

would have also begun tracking the locations of all agency leaders

and their devolution successors daily.

There were multiple corroborating reports circulating on

the  internet  on  January  18th  2021,  two  days  before  Biden’s

inauguration, that government employees received text messages

via Blackberry’s AtHoc network with the alert: “COGCON2 The

Whitehouse has set Continuity of Government Conditions to Two.

No Action  is  required  by  you  at  this  time.  As  an  Emergency

relocation group member you are reminded that should an order

for  Continuity  of  Operations  occur  you  must  report  to  the

Alternative Operating Facility within 4 hours. 1. Acknowledge 2.

Acknowledge, not capable of reporting within desired time frame.
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3.  Acknowledged,  not  able  to  report  to  Alternative  Operating

Facility.” 

At the same time there was a spike in internet searches for

COGCON2 around  the  Washington DC area.  A disinformation

specialist  Dave  Troy  tried  to  contact  AtHoc,  Blackberry’s

software to “communicate and collaborate in times of crisis”, to

ask  if  they  had  been  hacked.  He  concluded  “either  the  US

COGCON level  was  set  to  ‘2’ and  it  hasn’t  been reported  by

anyone or Blackberry AtHoc has been hacked.” Multiple people

provided Troy with copies of the alert.  No evidence of a hack,

mistake or exercise was forthcoming and no one has contradicted

the authenticity of the COGCON2 alert.

This  means  that  two  days  before  the  end  of  his  term,

Trump was in a position to devolve the entire executive branch of

the federal government, including the presidency, away from the

incoming  Biden  administration  within  just  four  hours.  It  was

standard procedure during State of the Union addresses to change

the COGCON level from 4 to 3, so moving COGCON from 3 to 2

during the Biden inauguration may not have seemed completely

out of place given the heightened tensions over the election. At

COGCON2  50-75%  of  Emergency  Relocation  Group  (ERG)

members would relocate to devolution facilities and the remainder
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would  need  to  be  prepared  to  relocate  within  just  four  hours.

COGCON2 was only four hours away from full blown Continuity

of Government at COGCON1. 

The Stafford Act declaration in effect from January 11th to

January  24th  2021  stated  that  an  “emergency”  existed  in

Washington  DC  with  the  “threat  of  catastrophe”,  the  same

language used to define COGCON1. The Stafford Act is designed

for  natural  disaster  relief  and  authorizes  FEMA to  coordinate

disaster relief efforts. However the definition of “Emergency” in

the Stafford Act is not limited to natural disasters. “Emergency

means any occasion or instance for which, in the determination of

the President,  Federal assistance is  needed to supplement State

and  local  efforts  and  capabilities  to  save  lives  and  to  protect

property and public health and safety,  or to lessen or avert the

threat of a catastrophe in any part of the United States.”

Trump  cited  Title  V  of  the  Stafford  Act  as  the

authorization  for  this  declaration.  Section  502  of  Title  V

specifically applies in the case of a federal emergency where the

“United States exercises exclusive or preeminent responsibility”

rather than a state or local emergency. “In any emergency,  the

President  may  direct  any  Federal  agency,  with  or  without

reimbursement, to utilize its authorities and the resources granted
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to it under Federal law (including personnel, equipment, supplies,

facilities,  and  managerial,  technical  and  advisory  services)  in

support of State and local emergency assistance efforts to save

lives, protect property and public health and safety, and lessen or

avert  the  threat  of  a  catastrophe,  including  precautionary

evacuations. In other words, the President may direct any Federal

agency to utilize its authorities in support of emergency assistance

efforts  to  lessen or  avert  the  threat  of  a  catastrophe,  including

precautionary  evacuations.  It  can  be  concluded  (based  on  the

maxim  expressio unius est exclusio alterius) that “precautionary

evacuations”  is  the  only  provision  provided  by Title  V of  the

Stafford Act to avert the “threat of catastrophe”. 

The Stafford Act disaster and Continuity of Government

appear  to  go  hand-in-hand.  The  “precautionary  evacuations”

which Trump may have applied to Federal agencies under Title V

of the Stafford Act closely resembles the Emergency Relocation

Groups in COG. The “threat of catastrophe” from a disaster is

almost identical to “preparation for catastrophic emergency” used

to  define  COG.  The  Federal  agency  authorities  and  resources

which can be directed to support emergency assistance efforts are

the same authorities and resources that are subject to devolution

in COG operations. Trump invoked the Stafford Act emergency

beyond  the  end  of  his  presidency  “due  to  the  emergency
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conditions resulting from the 59th Presidential Inauguration”. The

common interpretation was that Trump was declaring a disaster

due  to  the  threat  of  his  own  supporters  protesting  Biden’s

inauguration. However, protests could arguably have been dealt

with by the DC authorities and would not necessarily constitute a

threat of catastrophe. It is not logical to think that Trump targeted

his own supporters to prevent the sort of protests which he had

previously  encouraged  and  then  classified  those  protests  as  a

natural disaster.

However,  it  is  logical  to  conclude  that  Biden’s

inauguration itself was the true disaster, due to attacks on critical

election  infrastructure  preventing  a  constitutional  succession.

FEMA is the agency tasked with protecting elections and other

critical  infrastructure.  Attacks  on  election  infrastructure  fit  the

definition of a catastrophic emergency. The inauguration of Biden

was the true emergency in Washington DC that gave Trump the

power to  order  “precautionary evacuation”  of  Federal  agencies

including the  Executive  Office  of  the Presidency,  in  a  disaster

relief  effort  managed by FEMA. FEMA is also responsible for

managing the COGCON system. It appears that Trump used the

Stafford  Act  emergency  as  the  basis  for  activating  COG

operations.
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Military command in Special Operations was reorganized

immediately  following  the  2020  election.  The  incoming

administration was then blocked from getting information about

ongoing  operations  in  the  Special  Operations  realm,  which

includes  Continuity  of  Government.  It  is  likely  those  sensitive

ongoing operations included the one that was visibly ongoing in

Washington DC.  On November 9th 2020, two days after Biden’s

victory was announced,  Trump promoted Christopher  Miller to

acting Secretary of Defense. On November 10th, Anthony Tata

was  promoted  to  Senior  Official  performing  the  duties  of  the

Undersecretary of Defense for Policy, the primary coordinator for

the directive that “establishes DOD continuity policy and assigns

responsibilities for its implementation”. The same day Kash Patel

was  promoted  to  Chief  of  Staff  for  Miller.  Patel  was  heavily

involved in the Russiagate investigation as well as being Trump’s

key National Security advisor on Ukraine.  The same day, Ezra

Cohen-Watnick was promoted to Undersecretary of Defense for

Intelligence,  the  top  Pentagon  civilian  overseeing  intelligence,

while  continuing to  serve  as  the  Acting  Assistant  Secretary  of

Defense for Special Operations and Low-Intensity Conflict. 

Miller reorganized the chain of command so that Cohen-

Watnick would report  directly to him. With Special  Operations

having full combatant command status and elevated to the same
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status  as  other  defense  departments,  the  plans  involving

devolution and COG could be executed with a minimal number of

military personnel in the chain of command. All of those in the

new chain of command were close Trump allies.

“As  we  enact  these  reforms,  we  follow  the  vision  of

President  John  F.  Kennedy,  who  predicted  the  rise  of  special

operations 60 years ago. He foresaw ‘another type of war, new in

its intensity, ancient in its origin, that would require a whole new

kind of strategy, a wholly different kind of force, forces which are

too unconventional to  be called conventional forces,  which are

growing in number and importance and significance’... now under

the leadership of President Trump we are fully realizing President

Kennedy’s prescient view of Special Operations forces,” Cohen-

Watnick said.

As previously discussed, multiple states of emergency and

possible acts of war against the US existed at the time Trump was

leaving office. Trump referred to himself as a wartime president,

so his actions and decisions should be viewed through the lens of

a president exercising emergency and wartime powers under the

National Security Act of 1947. Trump referred to the “invisible

enemy” on multiple  occasions.  Unlike WW1 and WW2 which

were conventional  wars,  this  particular  war is  characterized by
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irregular  warfare  below  the  threshold  of  armed  conflict,  5th

generation warfare, special operations, counter-insurgency, cyber

warfare and psychological operations. Trump’s acting Secretary

of Defense Christopher Miller previously served as Director for

Special  Operations  and  Irregular  Warfare  in  the  Office  of  the

Assistant  Secretary  of  Defense  for  Special  Operations/Low-

Intensity Conflict & Interdependent Capabilities at the Pentagon.

On  December  7,  2020  Trump  issued  Executive  Order

13961 Governance and Integration of Federal Mission Resilience

along with the Federal Mission Resilience Strategy. This is the

key document  which  outlines  Trump’s  updated  plans  for  COG

and  devolution.  “I  am  issuing  the  Federal  Mission  Resilience

Strategy  to  address  the  long-term  challenges  of  political,

economic and military competition from near peer adversaries as

well  as  disruptions  from natural  disasters  and  pandemics.  Our

adversaries will not attempt to fight us on our terms. They have

studied  our  way  of  war,  invested  in  capabilities  to  target  our

strengths  and  are  adept  at  competing  below  the  threshold  of

armed conflict,” Trump said.

“This  strategy  accelerates  our  collective  efforts  to  fully

implement  National  Continuity  Policy  and make  risk-informed

decisions  to  maintain  a  comprehensive  and effective capability
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that  ensures  the  continuous  performance  of  essential  functions

and services to preserve our constitutional form of government,

under any and all conditions. As the executive branch, we must

recommit and sustain leadership’s attention on meeting the needs

of the American people in the face of disruptions and preserving

our  form  of  government…  Our  current  and  future  prosperity

depend on our ability to reduce the vulnerability of our critical

infrastructure to cyber, physical and electromagnetic attack.”

“Priority  action:  Ensure  continuous  leadership  of  the

Executive Office of the President and Executive branch essential

functions and services in a distributed model… executive branch

leadership  may  choose  to  distribute  resources,  authorities  and

capabilities to sustain essential functions and services, leadership

and decision making, to include the ability to transfer, devolve,

defer,  distribute  or  shift  operations,  personnel,  equipment,

systems, supporting processes, services and authorities under all

conditions…  Leveraging  and  maximizing  existing  distributed

resources and capabilities such as alternative sites and devolution

relationships may reduce the cost and time to shift to a distributed

model.”

Covenant  Park  Consulting  states  on  its  website  that  it

provided private sector input into the Federal Mission Resilience
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strategy.  Covenant  Park’s  team  specialize  in  areas  such  as

resilience,  continuity  of  government,  emergency  management,

disaster recovery, devolution of operations, critical infrastructure,

mission essential functions and reconstitution. They said that the

strategy was developed by the Trump White House on behalf of

the DOE’s National Nuclear Security Administration. “Covenant

Park has been tapped to support the White House’s development

of the Federal Mission Resilience Strategy (FMRS) development

on behalf of the Department of Energy/National Nuclear Security

Administration.  We are proud of our DOE team for supporting

this very important and watershed new direction in our nation’s

resiliency.”  This  suggests  that  the devolution strategy affecting

the  whole  executive  branch  was  ultimately  created  to  protect

nuclear security. If there was an attack on election infrastructure

and that prevented a constitutional succession of the presidency

then that would also constitute a nuclear crisis because the nuclear

football could fall into the hands of the enemy. Continuity policy

was originally developed due to the threat of a nuclear attack on

Washington DC. 

Trump’s COG reforms after the 2020 election ensured that

in  the  event  of  devolution,  personnel  would  already  be  pro-

actively  relocated  and  distributed  to  devolution  locations,

indicating he was expecting devolution to happen. Continuity of
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Government preparations were made a day-to-day priority across

the  whole  executive  branch.  “The  strategy  model  of  ‘Assess,

Distribute and Sustain’ reduces the reliance on reactive relocation

of  personnel  to  alternate  locations  and  emphasizes  a  more

proactive  full-time  posture  of  distribution  and  as  necessary,

devolution  to  minimise  disruption  to  essential  functions  and

services.”  Devolution  personnel  would  be  able  to  seamlessly

switch  the  entire  executive  branch  of  the  US  government,

including the Executive Office of the President, over to a whole

new organization. 

Trump  named  the  committee  responsible  for  COG  and

appointed Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs

Robert  O’Brien,  or  his  designee,  as  the  National  Continuity

Coordinator.  O’Brien  was  a  Major  in  the  Judge  Advocate

General’s  Corps  of  the  U.S.  Army  Reserve,  responsible  for

administrative law, government contracting, civilian and military

personnel law, international relations and the law of war.

“The  Executive  Committee  shall  be  composed  of  the

Secretary  of  Defense,  the  Secretary  of  Homeland Security,  the

Director of National Intelligence, the Assistant to the President for

National Security Affairs (APNSA), the Assistant to the President

and Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations, and the Director of the
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Office  of  Management  and  Budget.  When  issues  concerning

science  and  technology,  including  communications  technology,

are on the agenda, the Executive Committee also shall include the

Director  of  the  Office  of  Science  and  Technology  Policy

(OSTP)... The APNSA, in coordination with the other members of

the Executive Committee, shall be responsible for convening the

committee, as appropriate, to coordinate the review, integration,

and execution of the Strategy and other continuity policy across

the executive branch.” 

The Office of Science and Technology Policy is relevant

because  Trump  also  reformed  emergency  telecommunications

powers  to  give  the  director  of  OSTP the  same  powers  as  the

president  under  the  Communications  Act  1934.  The

communication functions required in an emergency are described

in  The  Assignment  of  National  Security  and  Emergency

Preparedness  Communications  Functions.  “The  Secretary  of

Defense  shall:  (a)  oversee  the  development,  testing,

implementation,  and  sustainment  of  national  security  and

emergency  preparedness  communications  that  are  directly

responsive to the national security needs of the President, Vice

President,  and  senior  national  leadership,  including:

communications  with  or  among  the  President,  Vice  President,

White House staff, heads of state and government, and Nuclear
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Command  and  Control  leadership;  Continuity  of  Government

communications;  and  communications  among  the  executive,

judicial,  and  legislative  branches  to  support  Enduring

Constitutional Government.”

The president  also  has  the  ability  to  address  the  public

directly during a crisis.  “Emergency Alert  System is  a national

communications  network  and public  warning system started  in

1994  that  replaced  the  Emergency  Broadcast  System  jointly

administered  by  the  Federal  Communications  Commission,

FEMA, and the National Weather Service. The System requires

broadcasters,  cable  television  systems,  wireless  cable  systems,

satellite digital audio radio service providers and direct broadcast

satellite  service  providers  to  provide  the  communications

capability to the President to address the American public during

a national emergency.”

The Trump administration put a lot of effort into renewing

COG policies, reorganizing the chain of command and promoting

Trump insiders to the DOD hierarchy responsible for COG, in the

final  months  of his  term following the disputed 2020 election.

Trump declared  a  disaster  in  Washington  DC prior  to  Biden’s

inauguration  using  parts  of  the  Stafford  Act  with  very  similar

language  to  Continuity  of  Government  operations.  Given  the
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circumstantial  evidence  pointing  towards  devolution  and  the

evidence  that  Trump  had  already  gone  as  far  as  issuing

COGCON2 alerts, it is plausible that he used the last 48 hours of

his  presidency  to  secretly  activate  COGCON1.  Even  if  it

remained at COGCON2, up to 50-75% of ERG members would

have already been deployed to devolution locations, creating two

simultaneous  systems  of  government  at  the  time  of  Biden’s

inauguration.
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